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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In The Genesis, the final volume in the
Evolution River Series, humans and their descendants, the Homakuwans, struggle to rebuild after a
string of meteorites destroy the ecology of the Earth causing massive extinctions. Using genetic
technology, they accomplish in a century what nature does in millennia, and civilization is
preserved, but almost 90 of the human population dies. They create machines to assist them that
become a race of mechanical beings, Mechs. Conflict breaks out between the civilization of the
United World Government and those outside of that control. The Homakuwans, learn that humanity
must continue along the path that evolution has set them on, but they incorporate a novel solution
to preserve the race that created them. The descendants of the descendants of humans expand
their civilization into the Universe, where they grow and join the Universal Mind. New dimensions
open up to them as they move beyond the physical, and they evolve again. The flow of evolution
reaches it destination, and begins anew.
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Extensive information! Its this sort of great read through. It is amongst the most incredible book i have go through. I realized this publication from my i
and dad suggested this book to understand.
-- Pr of . Devon B er nha r d PhD-- Pr of . Devon B er nha r d PhD

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher
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